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In recent decades，  there have been abundant newly unearthed literature 
materials of the Tang Dynasty， especially inscriptions. According to Wang Guowei， 
“the interpreting and proving of each other among the underground materials and the 
existing documents can change the contemporary academic atmosphere and set a 
model for the following scholars”. The significance of the unearthed literature lies not 
only in providing new materials for the research of writers， the discovery of some 
lost works also provides new carriers for the study of literary history. 
Based on the general stages in literary history， the middle and late Tang 
Dynasty started from the first year in Tang Dali (766) and ended in the fourth year in 
Tang Tianyou (907)， stretching more than 140 years. During this period， Tang 
Dynasty suffered the complicated social conflicts， the substantial application of and 
research on inscriptions are necessary no matter in the exploration of the nature of 
historical development through historical phenomena， the exploration of the life and 
attitudes of scholars from the perspective of literature， or the studying of literature in 
the context of historical evolution. 
Based on this， this paper analyzes the styles of inscriptions and studies the 
inscription writing of representative inscription writers based on the inscriptions in 
middle and late Tang Dynasty with literature review as a starting point in order to 
show the life style of scholars in the middle and late Tang Dynasty. Then a study is 
done on two subjects related to the assistants of Commanding Generals， an important 
historical phenomenon in the middle and late Tang Dynasty through an integration of 
the inscriptions and historical documents. The main contents are as follows： 
Firstly， a stylistic study of the “gravestones in the middle and late Tang 
Dynasty” is conducted. The paper starts from the concept and development of the 
gravestones， explores the writers， contents and formats of inscriptions based on 
more than 100 inscriptions dated in the middle and late Tang Dynasty， compares 
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of inscriptions and points out that the change of the identities of the people to which 
the inscriptions were dedicated also reflects the change of the political arena in the 
middle and late Tang Dynasty. 
Secondly， a study has been done on the “representative writers of inscriptions”. 
As a leading figure of the literary arena in the middle Tang Dynasty， Quan Deyu was 
a master of inscription writings. Therefore this paper shall describe how he was a 
great master of inscription writings， analyze the reasons， and summarize the 
characteristics of his inscription writings and its historical value in the inscription 
literature. Although the inscription writing of Han Yu has always been a hot research 
topic， the studies mainly focus on the artistic characteristics. This paper explores the 
reasons for the wide acclaim of Han Yu’s inscription writing from the perspective of 
literature acceptability and put forward the author’s opinion that the inscription 
writing of Han Yu was a milestone， not a dividing ridge. 
Thirdly， this paper sketches the life style of hermit scholars， a special social 
group in the middle and late Tang Dynasty based on a substantial number of 
inscriptions from the perspective of sociology， and analyzes the types of hermit 
scholars， the relationship between them and literature， their beliefs， and their 
family lives. Whereas the life styles of hermit scholars in the middle and late Tang 
Dynasty correspond with the characteristics of the era， which embodies the life and 
attitudes of the scholars in middle and late Tang Dynasty. 
Fourthly， “A Study on Two Subjects Related to Staff Team of Commanding 
Generals” is an exploration of a significant historical phenomenon based on an integration 
of underground inscriptions and historical documents. This paper focuses on the study of 
“the recruitment of assistants in the military offices， the dynamic balance in the turmoil 
historical context of the middle and late Tang Dynasty， and exhibits this dynamic 
process and analyzes the attributing reasons in accordance with a sequence of the 
historical development. Among them， a batch of “successful assistants in military 
offices” emerged who were called “successful people” and exerted huge influences on the 
local politics， culture， and economy. Several well-known “successful assistants in 















development of Dongnandao in middle and late Tang Dynasty. 
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